
Good morning and welcome to our latest edition of our Iscah visa newsletter. It 
covers all the main news we are aware of for the last month and is published free 
on the 3rd Monday of every month (or thereabouts).

If you want to be on our mailing list please email us to newsletter@iscah.com
Same if you have any suggestions, bouquets or brickbats 

Don’t forget to subscribe to our quality  monthly visa report for all your skilled visa 
options here www.iscah.com/members

On to August’s news items …
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The NSW state government have con�rmed that :

- If 12 months work experience is required for an occupation, that 20 hours a week is ok
-The 12 months work does not have to have been in the last 12 months
- They expect to send their �rst 190 invites out within the next 2 weeks

They have also released an FAQ page here 

https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/live-and-work-in-nsw/visas-and-immigration/skilled-nominated-migration-1
90/frequently-asked-questions

1) NSW Sponsorship update

DHA update their visa processing times for lodged applications –

https://immi.homea�airs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/visa-processing-times/global-visa-processing-times

2) DHA processing times for LODGED visa applications
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3) South Australia 190 High points category

South Australia 190 - High Points category update
https://www.migration.sa.gov.au/news-events/news-releases/3023
As of 26 July 2019, applications submitted under the High Points category are required to have 85 points.

The High Points category has been successful in attracting high quality applicants to South Australia for 
Supplementary Skilled List (SSL) occupations and occupations on the State Nominated Occupation List 
which are listed as ‘Special Conditions Apply’. 

Immigration SA has received a high volume of applications for the high points category and will be 
monitoring applications received over the coming weeks. 
We would like to advise prospective applicants and migration agents that once we are close to reaching the 
‘high points’ category quota, the minimum points requirement will be automatically increased to 90 points. 
Please note that some individual occupations have already been closed to the high points category for the 
2019/20 program year – see the lists of state nominated occupations for further details.

Due to the high volume of General Skilled Migration 190/489 state nomination applications and enquiries 
received in July, we are working hard to process applications and reduce the overall processing times.
If your application is within the published processing time, we request that you do not submit an enquiry 
(email or phone) requesting a processing update. 
If you have submitted an enquiry, please allow 7 business days to receive a response.

We appreciate your patience during this busy period.

(Source: South Australia)
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https://www.sbs.com.au/language/english/new-changes-introduced-to-nsw-skilled-visa-nomination-prog
ram

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-07-23/bridging-visas-surging-malaysians-horticulture/11314214

https://www.afr.com/politics/tribunal-review-takes-aim-at-dishonest-migrants-20190723-p52a1g

https://johnmenadue.com/abul-rizvi-government-responds-to-duttons-visa-chaos-on-asylum-seekers

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-07-31/fact-check-pauline-hanson-population-growth-migration/1136
0502

https://www.sbs.com.au/news/exclusive-government-quietly-relaxes-controversial-visa-policy-a�ecting-p
eople-with-disabilities

https://theconversation.com/most-migrants-on-bridging-visas-arent-scammers-theyre-well-within-their-ri
ghts-120989

4) Media article on visa issue for the last month
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491/494 to have the same access to welfare and government services as PRs

Skilled Regional Visas (Consequential Amendments) Bill 2019
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2019B00150/Download
2019 proposes to amend the following Acts to ensure that holders of the new skilled regional visa will have access 
to government services in line with the current arrangements applicable to permanent residence visa holders.
The Bill will amend the following Acts:
A New Tax System (Family Assistance) Act 1999
Disability Services Act 1986
Fair Entitlements Guarantee Act 2012
Higher Education Support Act 2003
National Disability Insurance Scheme Act 2013
Paid Parental Leave Act 2010
Social Security Act 1991 
The Bill applies to both Subclass 494 and the Subclass 491 visa holders.
The amendments in this Bill give e�ect to the policy intent that holders of these provisional skilled regional visas 
have the same access to welfare payments and government services as permanent visa holders. This recognises 
that the visas provide a pathway to permanent residence.
These arrangements also ensure that provisional skilled regional visa holders are not disadvantaged compared to 
holders of permanent skilled visas available for people to work in metropolitan areas.
The Bill was read for the second time today.

(Source: Federal government)

5) Welfare access for 491 and 494 visa applicants
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The Senate has voted 33 to 29 in favour of Senator Kristina Keneally's motion to establish an inquiry into the 
privatisation of the visa system and other Government services.
Senator Keneally moved on 1 August 2019:

I move the motion as amended:
That the following matter be referred to the Legal and Constitutional A�airs References Committee for inquiry and 
report by 16 October 2019:
The impact of changes to service delivery models on the administration and running of Government programs, 
with particular reference to:
(a) the privatisation of Australia's visa and citizenship program, including:
(i) the integrity of Australia's visa and citizenship system,
(ii) the commercial implications and increased costs to industry, with particular regard for the tourism and higher 
education sectors,
(iii) the implications to national security, data security and privacy, and
(iv) the risk to public sector employment – especially rural and regional employment – through service delivery 
model changes...

(Source: Federal government)

6) Privatisation of visa system
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David Coleman MP has said the "more skilled, the better" when it comes to Australia's migration intake during a 
speech in Sydney. 

•  Immigration Minister David Coleman has announced he will maintain a sharp focus on international students, 
skilled migrants and increasing migration to regional Australia under the Morrison government.
Speaking at the Sydney Institute for the �rst time on Tuesday evening, Mr Coleman said immigration had been 
"absolutely fundamental" to Australia's success as a nation but it needed to be approached with "clear eyes". 
In order to maximise the return on Australia's immigration intake, the minister said he would be focusing on 
international students and skilled migrants while encouraging people moving from overseas to live and work in 
regional areas.
 “It stands to reason that the more skilled a migrant is, the better,” he said.

"When you strip down the ups and downs of the economic cycle, productivity is the thing that really matters. 
When you get more from your inputs, whatever they are, you create the wealth that leads to sustained increases in 
living standards."
In the 2019-20 year, the cap on Australia's annual migration intake has been reduced from 190,000 to 160,000, with 
skilled migration accounting for approximately 70 per cent. 

Mr Coleman said international education was "extremely good for Australia" and would remain a key feature of the 
government's immigration policy.
Students coming to Australia for study are a $35 billion export industry and the largest driver of temporary 
migration to Australia, he said. 
Comparatively, last year's total wheat exports were worth $4 billion and total beef exports $8.5 billion. 
"The education sector supports high-skilled, high-wage jobs, the exact type of jobs we want to develop," he said.

To encourage more international students to study outside capital cities, an additional year will be o�ered to 
people on the post-graduate study visa for those who choose to live and work in regional areas. 
More broadly, 23,000 places will be allocated to ensuring regional migration under two new visa categories that 
require migrants to live and work in regional Australia for three years in order to be eligible for permanent 
residency.
When questioned on how the government would ensure migrants remained in these areas after relocating, Mr 
Coleman said he believed the desire for permanent residency - which is only available after living in regional areas 
for three years - would be a su�cient driver. 

"We are very con�dent there will be very high levels of compliance," he said.
Regional Australia is broadly de�ned as all regions outside of Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth and the Gold 
Coast.
On the issue of humanitarian visas, he described the boat arrivals between 2007 and 2013 as a "humanitarian 
catastrophe".
"Australians are big-hearted and we want to help people �eeing awful situations but we know that unless we 
control the manner in which this happens the system falls apart - and that is not acceptable," Mr Coleman said.
"Our humanitarian program is one of the most generous in the world."

7) Immigration minister’s visa policy outlook 
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The government will also be increasing their women at risk immigration program - which allows women �eeing 
gender-based crimes to �nd safety in Australia - to 20 per cent of the nation's total humanitarian intake. 
“The awful truth is that while women are rarely the perpetrators of ethnic or religious violence, they are almost 
always its victims," he said.

Earlier on Tuesday, SBS News reported that the government would be deploying recruitment o�cers overseas to 
bring up to 5,000 people at the top of their �elds to Australia.
“This direct overseas recruitment e�ort is the �rst of its kind in our immigration program," Mr Coleman said during 
his speech.
"It has an ambitious goal: that goal is to identify and proactively recruit up to 5,000 highly skilled migrants per year."
Under the Global Talent Independent Program, launching this year, Home A�airs sta� will be located on the 
ground in Germany, the US, Singapore, China, Chile and Dubai.
(Source: www.sbs.com.au )
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Update from the Tasmanian State govt for 489/190 - 
* Applicants currently holding a BRIDGING VISA due to AAT or Judicial Review are asked to include with their 
application a written explanation detailing their plans for visa lodgement in the event that they are support-
ed for visa state nomination.

(Source: Tasmanian State government)

8) Tasmanian update for Applicants who 
have lodged a visa appeal 
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DHA had a 189 skill select round and it looks like the numbers were just around 100 invites
We have assumed again that DHA have Pro Rata’d the same occupations, and allocated 60% to those and 
40% to the non pro rata occupations
To produce our results we collect data from our own clients, online forums, other online sources, and 
feedback from our FB and newsletter followers. As well as using mathematical logical assumptions we know 
in the past to be correct.
 
If you aware of any more recent invites for any of these occupations please email us at query@iscah.com 
with some details so that we can see if this table can be updated over the next 24-48 hours.
SO COME BACK AND CHECK for updates
The latest 489 (family) sponsored invitation was at 80 points with an EOI e�ect date of 13th January 2019

9) Uno�cial skill select results – 11th August 2019
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Obviously it was a disappointing August round of 189 invites. It looks like around 100 invites in total.
No explanation yet from DHA why such a drop from the 1000 of July 2019. One possibility is that with 
around 20,000 undecided 189 applications currently lodged with DHA, that is already the whole of the 
reduced 2019/2020 visa program for that category. So to keep processing times from blowing out DHA may 
have decided to drastically reduce the number of new 189 invites.
Also the Immigration minister said yesterday that regional migration is their priority so maybe they want to 
push some top quality migrants to the new 491 visa from November 2019
It would seem unusual though not to have started this in July at the start of the program year , rather than 
August.
Until we hear some logic behind this we are going to assume that DHA will resume at around 1000 invites 
per month for the rest of the program year from September onwards, as this re�ects close to what their 
target number of visa grants are for 189s in the latest budget papers.
It looks that DHA will try and �ll around 70% of each occupational ceiling and will split the ceiling half for 
189s and half for the new 491s that start from 16/11/2019

10) August 2019 Estimate on what you may 
get your invite



Backpackers from 13 countries are being targeted by Immigration Minister David Coleman as he seeks to 
�nd workers wanted by regional businesses.
• The Government wants to attract more backpackers to work on farms
• Changes to the backpacker visa have been welcomed by farmers but have concerned some 
academics
• A new TV campaign calls Australia "the best workplace in the world"
The move has won in-principle support from the National Farmers' Federation, even if it is still demanding a 
fully �edged agricultural visa.
Australia is in discussions about expanding the work and holiday visa to people from India, Brazil, Mexico, 
the Philippines, Switzerland, Fiji, Solomon Islands, Croatia, Latvia, Lithuania, Andorra, Monaco and Mongolia.
Any places made available to backpackers from these nations would be in addition to the existing caps for 
other nations.
About 150,000 people were in Australia on a working holiday visa in March, but the program has actually 
shrunk over the past �ve years.
The plans are the latest attempt by the Government to tweak a major — and contentious — part of Austra-
lia's migration program.
Only this month Greece and Ecuador were added to the program, places were increased for some countries, 
and the option to stay in Australia for a third year was made available to workers.
The Government has also released a series of video advertisements into international markets calling 
Australia "the best workplace in the world".
Mr Coleman said the changes were designed to resolve labour shortages in regional areas, in particular on 
farms.
"We know that working holiday-makers travel further into regional areas than most other international 
visitors," he said.
"They also spend substantial amounts, helping to boost regional economies."

While countries in the uncapped 417 visa scheme are typical backpacker nations, such as Germany and 
Sweden, the 462 visa (known as "work and holiday") scheme includes more developing countries.
Mr Coleman countered suggestions that the scheme was becoming a channel for low-skill migrant workers.
"Work and holiday applicants must meet minimum requirements before a visa can be granted, including 
having a functional level of English and they must hold or be studying towards tertiary quali�cations."
Manager of workplace relations at the National Farmers' Federation, Ben Rogers, said his organisation 
welcomed any measures "which address the serious issue of farm labour shortages".
However, he maintained that both changes made so far and the mooted expansion was "far from a perfect 
solution".
Countries targeted in expansion:
• India
• Brazil
• Mexico
• Philippines
• Switzerland

11) India and others to be added to the Work and 
Holiday visa scheme
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• Fiji
• Solomon Islands
• Croatia
• Latvia
• Lithuania
• Andorra
• Monaco
• Mongolia
"While again we welcome these and the other changes which the Government made last year and earlier 
this year to working visa arrangements for farms, for example changes to the seasonal worker program and 
skilled migration, we are still waiting for it to follow through on its public statements that it is working 
towards an ag visa," he said.
Prime Minister Scott Morrison last year said his Government had not ruled out an agricultural visa.
Shanthi Robertson, a senior research fellow at Western Sydney University, said two aspects — the extension 
of the scheme to a third year and the tweak to allow workers to stay at the same employer for 12 months, up 
from six months — were concerning.

"The fundamental issue is with tying a particular work situation to obtaining a visa and obtaining more time 
in Australia," she said.
"That always opens things up to huge amount of exploitation."

Joanna Howe, associate professor in law at the University of Adelaide, wrote a report on migrants within the 
horticulture sector earlier this year and found problems with the working holiday-maker scheme.
"It doesn't have any of the sponsorship obligations or additional approval requirements that are there in 
dedicated labour market programs like the temporary skills shortage or seasonal worker program schemes," 
she said.
"Plus the tie of further stay to the performance of work — there are real risks in expanding the scheme both 
in terms of exploitation ... and industry, in terms of the sustainability of its labour supply."

(Source: www.sbs.com.au)



Tens of thousands of migrants could have their visa cancelled under proposed laws to tighten the character 
test.  Under the planned changes, visa-holders who have committed a crime that carries a maximum 
sentence of at least two years, such as common assault, will automatically fail the character test, even if they 
are not sentenced to jail. 
The legislation, introduced by Immigration Minister David Coleman last month, is a further strengthening of 
the test which was changed in 2014 to allow the government to deport non-citizens sentenced to at least 
12 months jail for their crime. 

That change has resulted in more than 1,000 Kiwis being sent back between 2016 and 2018, something 
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern has repeatedly said is having a "corrosive" impact 
Migration researcher and former Labor policy advisor, Henry Sherrell said the latest proposal was a signi�-
cant escalation and would put up to tens of thousands of people at risk of deportation who are unlikely to 
be a threat to the community. 

"The changes which are being proposed will drastically lower that threshold in terms of failing the character 
test," he told SBS News. In a submission to a Senate inquiry examining the legislation, Mr Sherrell analysed 
sentences handed out in the NSW local court in 2005. 
"The vast majority of criminal sentences result in non-jail sentences even for crimes such as common assault 
or knowingly contravening an AVO (Apprehended Violence Order) and assault occasioning actual bodily 
harm." 
Adding to concerns about the proposed changes is that they will apply retrospectively, meaning anyone 
who has committed a crime covered by the laws in the past could be deported on character grounds. 
"This is a clear concern in terms of how the parliament makes rules around visas and the e�ect this might 
have on migrants who have been in Australia a long time who have played by the rules and then the rules 
are changing after they have acted and after they have paid the penalty for their crime."

Any changes to the character test will have a disproportionate e�ect on New Zealanders who are the largest 
group of non-citizens and can live and work in Australia inde�nitely on temporary visas.
Migration agent Erin Morunga, who is a dual New Zealand-Australian citizen, said she had been contacted 
by many people concerned they will have to leave the country. 
"Lots of New Zealanders are very worried about the future. It causes incredible upheaval for families. We're 
not talking about people who have just been here a couple of years, we're talking a couple of decades."
Ms Morunga accused the government of trying to "cleanse" Australian society.

"That's what it feels like from our perspective. That's our feeling of being really hemmed in. A lot of good 
people, a lot of ordinary people are living in fear. How far will things go?"
If the government proceeds with the changes, Mr Sherrell suggested it consider special provisions to 
mitigate the risk to New Zealanders.
"More strength could be placed on if someone who was a New Zealand citizen with long standing ties to 
the Australian community."
Mr Coleman told parliament last month the bill would ensure people convicted of serious crimes were 
appropriately considered for visa refusal or cancellation. 
"The bill presents a very clear message to all non-citizens that the Australian community has no tolerance for 
foreign nationals who have been convicted of such crimes," Mr Coleman said. 
He said entry and stay in Australia was a privilege, not a right. 

"Those who choose to break the law and fail to uphold the standards of behaviour expected by the Austra-
lian community should expect to lose that privilege."

(Source: www.sbs.com.au)

12) Tougher character (police record) requirements
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Changes have occurred to the Schedule 4 Conditions 4005 and 4007 calculation of signi�cant cost to the 
Australian community for the provision of health care or community services.
The policy threshold for signi�cant cost has been increased from $40,000 to $49,000.
The time period over which these signi�cant costs will be calculated is now 10 years.

Applicants with permanent conditions are likely to receive most bene�t from these changes, with the 
Medical O�cer of the Commonwealth now assessing the costs of services to these applicants over 10 years, 
rather than for life expectancy.

(Source: DHA)
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13 New health criteria for most points test applications

The Business and Skilled Migration Queensland BUSINESS program is OPEN from today 22 July 2019.

FOR BUSINESS VISA APPLICANTS ONLY: For those who lodged an EOI from 1 July 2019 we will pick these up 
from SkillSelect today. If you lodged an EOI prior to 1 July 2019, and have not received an invitation, please 
re-lodge your EOI on SkillSelect from today. The new EOI must have a new lodgement number, please do 
not update an existing EOI.
Please refer to BSMQ factsheets for details of the business program.

(Source: Queensland State Government)

14) Queensland opens for Business Migration nominations

One issue for 457/482 visa holders having to meet the 2 year work requirement to then apply for a 186TRT 
permanent visa has been what if the 457/482 visa was granted for EXACTLY 2 years.
THIS IS ONLY FOR THOSE PEOPLE WHO HELD A 457 on 19th April 2017 or had applied for a 457 visa on that 
date. They only have to meet the 2 year requirement

Can you meet the 2 year work requirement to the exact day within this period. Or do you need to apply for a 
further 482 visa to meet the requirements ?

DHA have just announced a change in policy that now 23 months of work (so 1 month less than 2 years) is 
all that is required. To save people having to apply for this short further 482 visa

(Source: DHA)

15) 186TRT changes to 2 year rule for some applicants
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https://migration.wa.gov.au/services/skilled-migration-west-
ern-australia/invitation-rounds/current-invitation-round

16) WA State sponsorship invite results for 
July 2019

https://immi.homea�airs.gov.au/visas/working-in-australia/skillselect/occupation-ceilings

17) 189 Occupation Ceiling for 2019/2020
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The table below shows the number of invitations issued in the SkillSelect invitation round on 11 July 2019.

Visa subclass

Skilled Independent visa (subclass 189)

During 2018-19 program year the following numbers of invitations have been issued:
11 July 2019 results

The following graph shows the points for clients who were invited to apply in the 11 June 2019 round.

Skilled Regional (provisional) visa (subclass 489)

1000

10

Number

18) DHA o�cial invitation results for July 2019 
skill select round
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Invitation process and cut o� points
The highest ranked clients by points score are invited to apply for the relevant visa. For clients who have equal points 
scores, the time at which they reached their points score for that subclass (referred to as the date of e�ect) determines 
their order of invitation. Expressions of Interest with earlier dates of e�ect are invited before later dates.

ID Description

2211

2212

Accountants

Auditors, Company Secretaries 
and Corporate Treasurers

Date of e�ect

14/12/2018 12:46pm

9/03/2019 11:46pm

Points score

2611 ICT Business and  System Analysts 12/04/2019 11:53pm80

85

85

2334 Electronics Engineer 5/05/2019 7:01pm80

2335 Industrial, Mechanical and Production Engineers 10/05/2019 2:51pm80

2613 Software and Applications Programmers 13/05/2019 7:10am

13/05/2019 7:32am

80

2339 Other Engineering Professionals 1/04/2019 4:39pm80

2631 Computer Network Professionals 80

Visa subclass

Skilled - Independent (subclass 189)

Skilled - Regional Provisional (subclass 489)

Date of e�ect

13/05/2019 7:32pm

05/01/2019 12:22pmt

Min Points Score

80

80

Point scores and the dates of e�ect cut o� for the pro rata occupations in the 11 July 2019 invitation 
round.
Due to high levels of demand, and in keeping with previous years, the below occupation groups will be 
subject to pro rata arrangements to ensure availability of invitations across the program year.
SkillSelect �rst allocates available places to Skilled – Independent visas (subclass 189) and then the remain-
ing to Skilled – Regional (Provisional) visas (subclass 489). If all places are taken up by subclass 189 visas then 
there will be no invitations issued for subclass 489 visas in these occupations.

(Source: DHA)
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iscah.migration
iscahmigration
iscah.com

Phone: 08 9353 3344 
Fax: 61-8-9353 3350
E-mail: newsletter@iscah.com

Iscah Migration
Suite 14 (Kewdale Business Park)
133 Kewdale Road, Kewdale
Perth Western Australia, 6105
PO Box 75 Welshpool BC 6986

Steven O’Neill  (Iscah Manager - MARN 9687267)

Registered Migration Agent 9687267

OK folks, have a great month 
and see you all on Monday 
16th September 


